
Who we are
AptivIO Intelligent Market Monitor systematically detects hidden revenue opportunities and leads most likely to convert. 
Leveraging the deepest and most untapped alternative data sources used by data-driven Hedge Funds, we are poised to 
revolutionize the way 10 million B2B Sellers capture their opportunity white space.
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Early Indicators. Leverage billions of user-generated and machine-generated alternative data points per day to 
extract lead indicators of potential demand from collective business behaviors. 

Ease of Setup & Use. Fully automated baseline configuration of signal processing engine for what has been 
historically a programming exercise reserved for data-driven hedge funds. Advanced setup settings provided 
via Self-Service Online Support. Onboard in less than a minute and no training or maintenance required.

Self-Learning. As end-users provide feedback by adding opportunities to CRM, or dismissing them, the system 
continuously improves the quality of its sales recommendations.

Embedded in Modern Sales Stack. Embedded in Modern Sales Stack. Seamlessly integrates in existing CRM workflow/UI, including email briefs, 
browser extensions, and mobile notifications.

AptivIO Key Differentiators

Commercial Banking. 24/7 monitoring of existing clients’ shipments, expansion announcements, M&A rumors 
and client inquiries, job postings to detect net new wallet share opportunities for trade or expansion financing. 

Industrials. Anticipating new demand through energy consumption surges, certification filings, construction 
site hiring and satellite progress tracking. 

High-Tech. Detect hidden revenue opportunities by monitoring expert topics in collective web searches, social 
media, and job hiring. 

Private Wealth Management. Private Wealth Management. Identify high-potential Corporate Executives and SME Entrepreneurs by 
understanding career trajectory and related company growth. 

Cyber Insurance. Forecasting of cyber-losses and hedging based on cyber threats detected in real-time on the 
dark web, employee feedback platforms, network and cyber-defense alert logs. 

Select Examples of Client Use Cases:



Provides the ability to react to early 
warnings and remedy:

Detect adverse media and insider threats

Monitor potential disruption to physical 

and cyber infrastructure

Preempt competitors’ move

Identify financial health issues

At the Moment Selling. Now Part of your CRM.


